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In a world where musicians are often molded by one particular sound, singer-songwriter Jean Rohe stands out by ranging

from Brazilian styles to folk music to jazz. Although deemed a commercially risky move by some, she intends to make music

on her own terms.

"I write about love," Rohe says. "Love for family, self love. ... I write just enough detail for people to get a feel of the story."

Rohe's background in music is rooted in her upbringing in Nutley, N.J. Her mother, a nurse, had a knack for singing. Her father was

a truckdriver who also performed music for children in local schools. Intrigued by her parents' musical talents, Rohe wanted to join

the band. They would often rehearse songs at home, something that Rohe describes as "nothing special, just a part of the day."

The Rohe family, including Jean, also performed in local venues, further sparking Rohe's interested in performing.

Wanting music to be at the forefront of her life again, Rohe transferred from Smith College in Northampton, Mass., to the New

School for Jazz and Contemporary Music in New York City. "I realized that I could keep doing a lot of the things I love and not lose

the enjoyment," says Rohe.

Often promoted as multilingual singer, Rohe prides herself on including Spanish

and Portuguese elements in her music. Her Spanish teacher in high school

would teach the class by having them sing, a method praised by Rohe.

After noticing the similarities of Portuguese and Spanish, she decided to learn

the language on her own, followed by a trip to Brazil. There, she was fascinated

by the distinct musical genres, like forro, that derive from the northeastern
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section of the country. Rohe also credits Brazilian artist Chico Buarque as one

of her influences. Aside from his compositions, she admires Buarque's poetry,

most of which is politically driven.

Rohe coined the term "phonojournalism" when describing the context of some

of her lyrics. "Journalists give us more insider and analysis in any situation,"

says Rohe.

One of the subjects that Rohe has given thought to are the societal factors that

impact today's prison system. She often works with Musical Connections, a program at Carnegie Hall that holds workshops and

performances for juveniles in the justice system. Rohe urges people to see the inmate's side of the story.

"When we lock people up, we lock ourselves from them as well," Rohe says. Inspired by the inmates at the music program in Sing

Sing Correctional Facility, she released her song "Wings," an uplifting piece for those incarcerated.

Rohe also speaks of musician Ani Difranco as a politically charged musician who speaks to the people. Similarly to Difranco's

themes, Rohe released "National Anthem: Arise Arise!" Originally written for a radio contest, the song has gained much attention

since then. Rohe credits social media sites, like YouTube, on which many people have shared the music video. From Seattle to New

York, the song has been used by church choirs and ensembles.

"Most of the song has to do with the possibility to become an American. Our history is the struggle of people and wanting to do

better," says Rohe. "We have so much that we're able to create together if we want".

2014 was quite a busy year for Rohe. As an independent artist she released two major projects. First up is "The Longest Winter," a

collaborative project with musician, producer, and longtime friend Liam Robinson.

"There are a lot of unusual Christmas songs that people might not know," says Rohe. Robinson and Rohe would often jam along to

Christmas songs in the living room together among friends and in small venues in the New York area. From the response of their

various audiences, they decided to make a Christmas album. Thus, "The Longest Winter" was released on Dec. 5.

Simultaneously, Rohe was also working on the follow-up to her 2009 debut record, "Lead me Home." After making a rough demo of

the new record, Rohe and her band, which includes Robinson, decided to head north. Applehead Studios in Woodstock was the

band's new home.

"There was a sleeping loft in the studio," she says. "Also there was a little farmhouse with beds in it. It was like camp. Every day we

got up and went to the studio. We took small breaks for food, but then back to work."

The next step was the long process of mixing and mastering. Rohe says the record took several months to be partially mastered in

Oakland, Calif., followed by several months figuring out a proper marketing strategy. "It was a long process but so worth it," she

says.

"Jean Rohe & The End of the World Show" was released on Nov. 27 on Laundry Line records. Rohe is currently working on a double

EP and new record with Robinson, which she said will be released in September.

After realizing that she will be making a performance stop in Oswego, Rohe got in contact with Sarah Craig, booking manager of

Caffe Lena and longtime supporter of Rohe. Having played at the venue several times already, Rohe hopes to bring energy to the

crowd as if she has never set foot in the place.

"The most important thing to do is to communicate with people. It's not always what we do but what the audience brings to the

stage," says Rohe. She will be performing songs from the new record. Considering that the event is taking place on Mother's Day,

Rohe says: "I'm gonna have to do some shout-outs to moms out there".
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When asked about her expectations of the crowd Rohe says, "I wish for the music to bring life to their bodies. I hope the people are

moved by my words and I touch their hearts."

Dilson Hernandez is a contributor to the Times Union.
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